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SGA to sponsor town hall meetings
Emilie Thiessen
STAFF WRITER

The campus is busy with
students once again and the
SCSU Student Government
Association (SGA) President Mike (Michael) Jamnick wants to start the year
out right.
Since its inception, SGA
has held regular meetings
to address legislation in addition to allow students a
formal setting to address the

SGA about any comments or
concerns they may have.
This year Jamnick said
he wants something new.
Borrowing ideas from St.
Cloud’s Mayor Dave Kleis,
Jamnick decided to add
weekly town hall meetings
to the SGA schedule.
These hour-long weekly
meetings are expected to
take place in the M’de Wakan room in the Atwood Memorial center. The days and
times of the meetings will

will allow the SGA to get
more insight into the needs
and wants of students.
“It is just an hour evhe biggest effects come from the low- ery week where students
can come and let me know
est levels of [government].”
their thoughts, opinions,
things they want to see
Michael Jamnick and
change.”
SCSU Student Government President
Jamnick explained that
the decisions of the federal government affect us
greatly as citizens, but stuvary each week to facilitate though SGA meetings are
dents
often overlook the lobusy student schedules.
very effective, the informal,
Jamnick said that al- laid back town hall format cal government, not to men-

“T
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Taylor Selcke
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Washing hands regularly is one of the steps to preventing the spread of the H1N1 virus as well as other
illnesses such as the common cold.

H1N1 awareness and prevention
Jayme Revermann
CONTRIBUTING writer

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, no
it’s the Swine Flu.
Since the H1N1 virus
cannot be seen flying through
the air, Student Health Services is making extra efforts
to inform students about the
virus.
Behind the scenes, campus employees are working to stay informed on the
H1N1 virus, commonly
known as Swine Flu.
“Most college campuses
have had some cases of the
virus so we know that we are
going to also,” said Dr. Brent
Nielsen, Medical Director of
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“M

ost college campuses have had
some cases of the virus so we know that
we are going to.”
Brent Nielsen
Medical Director of SCSU Student Health Services

SCSU Student Health Services.
Students can expect to
see many different sources
of information on the virus
around campus within the
next couple weeks.
These sources are planned
to include: Star Alert, peer
educators, posters, flyers,

campus-wide e-mails and
SCSU Web site updates.
Star Alert is a new University communication tool,
started last October, to alert
the campus community via
text message of any campus
related emergency.
“It is very helpful and
gives students a heads-up if

there were to be an emergency,” Sell said.
As of Aug. 18, 25 percent
of the campus community
was signed up for the program.
“It’s quick, it’s easy and
it’s free. It is one of several ways to alert students on
campus of an emergency,”
said Marjorie Proell, Director of SCSU Media Relations and Publications.
For students who only
have a few minutes to catch
up on the latest news regarding the H1N1 virus, Nielsen
suggests reading the campus-

•See H1N1/ Page 3

Mainstreet to change this year
Katie Lofsness
CONTRIBUTING writer

“If you ask students about
tradition, “on the SCSU campus, “one thing they would
say is ‘Mainstreet,” states
Jessica Lauritsen, assistant
director for the Center for
Student Organizations and
Leadership Development.
This year ‘Mainstreet’ is
expected to take place from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday,
Sept. 2 outside the Atwood
Memorial Center.
The event is sponsored
by the Center for Student

•See Scholarship/ Page 5
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Yawning,
sometimes a
mystery but
sometimes
explainable

Changes
made in
scholarships
at C.I.S.

The Center of International Studies (C.I.S.) has
recently changed the requirements to the Academic
& Cultural Sharing Scholarship that is being offered to
international students.
One of the attractions of
SCSU to many international
students is the ACSS Scholarship, which changes the
tuition rate of international
students to that of in-state
tuition fees.
The original requirement was that students were
required to maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 for undergraduate students or a 3.0
cumulative GPA for graduate students as well as accumulate 30 hours of Cultural
Sharing hours.
These hours could be
acquired through the many
events and activities organized on and off campus.
With the new changes
in place, students are still
required to maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or 3.0
depending on their student
status, but instead of Cultural
Hours, they are now required
to complete or engage in two
cultural activities.
International students are
also required to maintain a
full-time student status, with
undergraduate students enrolled in at least 12 credits
and graduate students enrolled in at least eight credits.
International
students
are also allowed to take only
three credits of online classes
per semester.
Taking fewer credits is
allowed only in specific situations such as the first semester due to coping with culture shock and other unique
circumstances.
An extensive list of activities and programs that are
accepted can be found on the
SCSU International Students
Web site. Activities include
the Classroom Visit Program, Cultural Nights participation, KIDSTOP, Cultural
Café every Friday and even
Language Tutoring.
One of the significant
changes or additions to the
list of approved activities or
participation is the inclusion
of On-campus employment
as a cultural sharing activity.
This could potentially
spur some of the international students to seek employment on-campus instead
of risking their student visa

tion the student government
at SCSU.
“The biggest effects
come from the lowest levels
of [government],” Jamnick
said.
And because of this, he
said he really encourages
students to make use of the
new town hall meetings to
voice their concerns to the
SGA.

Organization and Leadership
Development (CSOLD).
According to Sneha
Shrestha, who is a graduate
student and apart of the team
that organizes ‘Mainstreet,’
there is going to be about
210 participants attending
the event, which consists of
student organizations and
student services.
“Over the years the organizations have been intermixed,” Shrestha said.
Shrestha said that this
year is expected to be different.
After conducting a student survey the decision was

Mallman at the Electric Fetus

Page 6

Minneapolisbased musician
Mark Mallman
performed at the
Electric Fetus
on Thursday
evening.

made to split the organizations up into specific areas.
For example the sports
clubs are now planned to be
located together in one area.
The categorization of
the student organizations is
something completely new
this year.
“Street signs are going to be used to group together ‘like’ organizations,”
because in previous years,
“students got confused,“
Lauritsen said.
Another unique aspect of
‘Mainstreet’ this year is what
is referred to as the “Mainstage at Mainstreet” by Lau-

ritsen.
Certain student organizations are expected to perform this year to showcase
what their organizations are
about.
The clubs and organizations have never performed
before.
The purpose is to draw
attention to the particular
organization and make them
more appealing to students
who have yet to join.
It is also a technique to
keep students interested in

•See Mainstreet/ Page 5

Augustana cruises over Huskies
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The Augustana
Vikings came
into St. Cloud
and defeated the
Huskies handily,
38-16.

Yawning is something
humans do that is unavoidable.
In class, on a bus, during a performance, or even
on a date, yawning can be an
embarrassing or even a disrespectful action that unfortunately, human bodies have
no control over.
“There are many reasons
why we yawn and I think it
is too hard to pinpoint one
idea,” said Ronald Baenninger, Assistant Professor at
the College of St. Benedict’s
in St. Joseph, Minn.
“In a lot of ways, yawning is associated with waking
up in the morning. It shoots
blood to the brain so that we
become more alert. According to one study that is being
done in Albany, N.Y., yawning is a way of cooling the
brain.”
Shawn Jarvis, who is a
Professor at SCSU agrees
that there is no specific answer for why humans yawn.
“I have been teaching
since 1977 and I’ve seen a
lot of people yawn. Sometimes I think it’s a reflection
of how tired you are, sometimes I think it’s boredom
and sometimes it could be a
lack of oxygen to the brain,”
she said.
Many variations to yawning exist that many people
may be unaware of.
Along with yawning in
the morning to become more
alert, the other type of yawning usually comes along later
in the day.
“When there is not much
going on or there isn’t much
excitement, our brain tends
to signal our body to yawn,”
Baenninger said.
“This allows our body to
stay awake and keep functioning. That is why I don’t
take it personally when students yawn in my class.”
Whatever the reason for
yawning, both professors
said they believe wholeheartedly that the act of
yawning is contagious.
When sitting in a crowded room, or even speaking
one-on-one with a person,
an individual may find it is
hard to refrain from yawning
when another person has.
“People are affected by
what they see and hear. This
explains why you do what
you do,” Jarvis said. This

•See Yawning/ Page 5

Watkins continues success
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SCSU starting quarterback Mitch
Watkins
looks to
do well for
SCSU.
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Campus Crime
Report

Move-In Citations Less Likely to be SCSU Students
ST. CLOUD – The greatest percentage of people cited during SCSU’s
move-in weekend was not SCSU students. This follows the declining trend
of SCSU student citations for three years running. Even though university officials are happy that SCSU students are not getting cited, they are concerned
about the influx of non-SCSU students visiting for the move-in weekend
festivities.
Police issued a total of 189 citations during move-in weekend. Of the
citations, 36 percent were SCSU students, down from 41 percent in 2008
and 46 percent in 2007. The remaining 55 percent had no affiliation with the
university.
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Hundreds Attend Health Care Meeting

Staff

LAKE ELMO, Minn.- Hundreds of people showed up early for a town
hall meeting on Thursday that addressed heath care headed by U.S. Rep.
Michele Bachmann. More than 400 people filled the auditorium while 200
more watched a video feed in the school’s cafeteria.
The meeting served as a rare chance for critics of the health care system
to speak directly and publicly to Bachman who is known for her conservative views. Bachman argued, “Let’s not destroy what truly is the greatest
health care system the world has ever known.” She also questioned President
Obama’s statement that his health care plan would not be a government takeover of health care.
Most of the crowd applauded her repeatedly during the 90-minute meeting. They cheered when she responded to a man interrupting her as she described babies being born in the hallways of overcrowded British hospitals.

1

3

Nation

Microsoft Apoligizes For Altering Photo

5

LOS ANGELES, Calif.- Microsoft Corp. is apologizing for changing the
race of one of the people shown in a picture on their web site.
A photo on the company’s U.S. Web site shows two men, one Asian, one
black, and one white woman at a conference room table. In contrast, Microsoft’s Polish Web site shows the same photo except for the fact that the black
man’s head has been replaced with a white man’s. The color of his hand remained the same.
Microsoft apologized for pulling the image from its site even though critics
speculate that Poland’s ethnic homogeneity may have inspired the change.
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World

China Considers Cutting Use of Executed Inmates’ Organs

BEIJING, China- China has moved to launch a national organ donation
system to reduce its dependence on organs taken from executed prisoners,
who make up the majority of donors.
According to the China Daily newspaper, more than 65 percent of organ donors come from death row.
China’s reliance on executed prisoners has been thought to be profitdriven and unethical as critics argue that death row inmates may feel pressured to become donors, violating personal, religious or cultural beliefs.

Weird news

Anti-animal Cruelty CEO’s Dog Dies In Hot Car
RICHMOND, Va.- An executive for an anti-animal cruelty group admitted that her 16-year-old blind and deaf dog died after she accidentally
left him in a hot car for four hours.
Richmond Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ CEO
Robin Starr, said she did not realize “Louie” was in the car until noon.
Starr’s husband said he put the dog her car as his wife got ready for
work.
Robin Starr took the dog to two clinics but Louie died of kidney failure.
The board of the SPCA says it still supports Starr, who has been CEO
since 1997 and does not plan to resign. It was unclear whether she would
be charged.

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

-1886 First major earthquake recorded in eastern US
-1895 First professional football game played (Quarterback
John Brallier paid $10 and won 12-0)
-1919 Communist Labor Party of America formed
-1935 First US national skeet championship (Indianapolis)
-1954 Census Bureau Established

1. (8/23/09) Drug Related (Marijuana), 51B (Grounds)
2. (8/24/09) Theft (Personal Backpack), Hill-Case Hall
3. (8/25/09) Motor Vehicle Accident, South Pay Lot
4. (8/26/09) Vandalism, Stateview South
5. (8/27/09) Disorderly Conduct, Husky Stadium
6. (8/28/09) Theft (Personal Bicycle), Mitchell Hall

Chronicle Online Poll
Did you take advantage of any of the Husky
Kick-Off week events?
aYes, free entertainment!
aNope, I did my own thing
aWhat is Husky Kick-Off?

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com

Who Knew?

1. There are over 58 million

dogs in the U.S
2. Dogs and cats consume
over $11 billion worth
of pet food a year
3. Fingernails grow nearly
four times faster
than toenails
4. Humans blink over
10,000,000 times a year
5. In the year 2000,
Pope John Paul II
was named an “Honorary
Harlem Globetrotter”
6. Every second, Americans
collectively eat 100 pounds of
chocolate
7. A fetus develops fingerprints
at 18 weeks
8. The fear of vegetables is
called Lachanophobia
9. There are approximately 50
Bibles sold each minute across
the world
10. Every year, kids in North
America spend close to half a
billion dollars on chewing gum

-1988 Five day power blackout of downtown Seattle begins

Local weather forecast
Monday

Tuesday

Sunny

Sunny

High: 72 °F
Low: 47 °F

High: 74 °F
Low: 51°F

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunny

Mostly Sunny

High: 72 °F
Low: 52 °F

High: 73 °F
Low: 52 °F
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Corrections
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Outdoor Endeavors offers rock climbing
Staff Report
SCSU’s Outdoor Endeavors offers students many opportunities to enjoy college
outside of the classroom, including outdoor trips away
from St. Cloud.
For the 2009-2010 academic year, Outdoor Endeavors plans to offer Husky Adventure trips that gives SCSU
students unique trips to enjoy
the great outdoors.
Outdoor Endeavors aims
to place great importance on
planning outdoor trips that are
low cost and student driven to
give SCSU students a chance
to take advantage of such trips
before graduating.
They offer students the
chance to travel and receive
instruction in specific outdoor
disciplines in diverse programming.
On Sept. 18, Outdoor Endeavors plans to take a group
of students on a rock climbing
trip to Taylor Falls, Minn.
The cost for this trip is
$95 and includes a weekend
of transportation, camping,
meals and equipment, climbing gear and instruction.
This Husky Adventure is
expected to let students spend
a full weekend rock climbing
at Minnesota’s Interstate State
Park, which is set adjacent to
the St. Croix River.
Taylor Falls is said to give
both beginning and expert
rock climbers a challenging
rock climbing experience.
Outdoor Endeavors has
found that the state park is
perfect for a Husky Adventure
because there is short travel
time which means more time
can be spent rock climbing,
camping and meeting new

SCSU students.
Climbers of all abilities
and experience levels are welcomed to register for this trip
by Sept. 14, with a mandatory
pre-trip meeting the following
day to prepare for departure to
Taylor Falls on Friday, Sept.
18 and returning on Sept. 20.
If students wish to learn or
hone their rock climbing skills
closer to SCSU, they can take
advantage of the rock climbing wall in Halenbeck Hall for
free.
There is open climbing sessions Sunday through
Wednesdays and Fridays
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturdays from noon to 3 p.m.
with instructional programs
on Thursdays from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Campus Recreation also
offers climbing wall skills
clinics with their first two
scheduled for Sept. 10 and
Sept. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.
Outdoor Endeavors has
also planned other adventures
through the year.
After the rock-climbing
trip, the next adventure is
planned to take SCSU students to Danbury, Wisc. for
the Namekagon River canoe
trip, and then backpacking in
the Porcupine Mountain Wilderness State Park in the Upper Penninsula of Michigan.
During winter break, Outdoor Endeavors is expected
to brinf strudents on a adventure to Florida’s Everglades
National Park to kayak the
10,000 Islands.
For more information,
visit their Web site http://
www.stcloudstate.edu/campusrec/outdoorendeavors, call
at 320-308-3772.

CALENDAR
OF

EVENTS
TODAY

• Farmers’ Market
in Atwood

From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
locally grown and produced fruits, vegetables
and natural meat will be
available in Atwood.

WEDNESDAY

• Art Exhibit and
Artist Talk

An art exhibit titled
“Weighing the Air:
Painting poems,” will
be on display until
Sept. 25 in the Kiehle
Art Gallery. The exhibit consists of Collaborative work by
Julie Baugnet and Felip
Costaglioli.

THURSDAY

• Hypnotist in
Ritsche Auditoritum

SAMANTHA BUSHEY/ VISUALS EDITOR

The rock climbing wall located in Halenbeck Hall offers interested students a
chance to rock climb indoors and on campus.

At 9 p.m. a hypnotist
will perform in Stewart
Hall’s Ritsche Auditorium.

FRIDAY

H1N1
Continued from Page 1
wide email letter that was
sent out Friday. He also suggests visiting www.flu.gov.
According to the Center for Disease Control, on

average 30,000 deaths occur annually in the US from
the seasonal flu. The number
could potentially increase to
90,000 deaths this year from
the H1N1 virus.
“It is an educated guess,
but the fact that they say that,
is pretty alarming,” Nielsen
said.
To Nielsen, education is
important to protect yourself from the virus. “Repetition educates. We need many

sources to get information to
students.”
There are three main
educational areas that will
be covered. The first area is
health hygiene and personal
responsibility, such as washing hands and staying away
from others who are ill.
The second area is signs of
the flu, what to do if contacted and when to seek medical
care. Hanging on the Student
Health Services’ door is a fly-

er containing information on
the virus and also facemasks,
in another effort to inform students of the virus.
To students who feel they
may have contacted the virus,
Nielsen recommends calling
the clinic for assistance instead of making a visit to protect the spread of the virus.
The third area to be focused on is vaccinations.
Student Health Services is
holding its annual student flu

shot clinic Sept. 14 and 17 in
the Granite Room in Atwood.
Nielsen recommends getting
an annual flu shot earlier this
year, due to a potential H1N1
virus vaccination released later this fall, which is expected
to be a two shot series.
For more information on
the H1N1 virus or to sign
up for Star Alert visit www.
stcloudstate.edu/emergency.

• Angels and Demons:
Based on the book by
Dan Brown, the free
movie begins at at 8
p.m. in the Atwood
Theater.

News
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Changes made to academic probation
Samantha Hesse
STAFF writer

This year St. Cloud State
students will be returning to
classes with not only new
pencils, papers and books
but also with a new Undergraduate Probation/ Suspension Policy.
The new policy was effective on Aug. 18, 2009 and
constructed in collaboration
by the Office of Academic
Affairs and the Office of
Scholarships and Financial
Aid in attempt to simplify
the standards of probation
and suspension for students
with low grade point average
and low credit completion
rate.
“We adopted [the new
policy] to make sure that the
standards for grade point average and credit completion
rate were the same,” said
Associate Vice President of
Academic Affairs Mitchell
Rubinstein.

“In previous years, SCSU
had a situation where students could go on academic
probation before they would
be suspended. Up until now,
on the Financial Aid side,
that did not exist,” Rubinstein said.
“A student was either in
good academic standing and
eligible for financial aid or
suspended and ineligible to
receive financial aid. Now
the policy works where a
student can be on probation
or suspension in two different ways; for a low cumulative grade point average or a
low credit completion rate.”
The new policy makes it
so if students receive a low
passing grade or fail to complete a course, resulting in
academic probation, students
are able to retake the course
to heighten their grade point
average but could face probation or suspension for a
low credit completion rate.
“If a student were to take

“W

adopted [the new policy] to make sure that the standards for grade point average and credit completion rate were
the same.”
Mitchell Rubinstein
Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs

two courses, and receive a
D in both, their grade point
average would be at 1.0 and
the course completion rate at
100%.
The student would be
placed on academic probation, have a semester to improve their grades and still
be eligible for financial aid.”
Rubinstein said.
If the courses were retaken the next semester, and

the student received a B in
both courses, the grade point
average would be at 2.0, the
course completion rate then
at 50%.
The student, would then
be off of probation.
In order to remain in good
academic standing and eligible for financial aid, students
must have a course completion rate of 66.67 percent.
Because the hypotheti-

cal student now has a course
completion rate of 50%, they
are now in jeopardy of being
academically suspended and
ineligible for financial aid.
Rubinstein encourages
students who start to have
challenging courses, or are
currently heading toward
academic probation or suspension, to work with their
advisor.
“Don’t do this on your

own. If you run into any
problems, if you are having
any difficulty with a class,
contact your advisor and
discuss it with them. Talk
to your advisor, look at your
GPA and course completion
rate. Look at the courses you
have to take, and devise a
strategy,” Rubinstein said.
About 800 students are
on probation for the current
fall semester and that number is expected to rise.
Though the administrative offices of SCSU are
expecting the number of probationary or suspended students to increase this school
year, hey are optimistic that
the new policy will simplify
the probation and suspension procedures as well as
strengthen avenues of communication between SCSU
students, advisors and instructors in the upcoming
years.

PHOTO COURTESY OF http://www.stcloudstate.edu/academics/teaching/

Under the revised academic probation policy, students must have a course completion rate of 66.67 percent in order to remain eligible for financial aid.
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Yawning
Continued from Page 1
contagious,”
Baenninger said. In fact, Baenninger conducted a study
with his students at the
Philadelphia Zoo to see
if yawning was communicable between humans
and animals. In their study
they found that whenever a
lion would yawn, the people observing him would
yawn soon afterward.
However, the lions did
not respond when humans
yawned.
In
many
cultures
around the world, yawning
has a reputation for holding many myths.
“In many countries, a
polite yawn is when you
cover your mouth. This
practice dates back to the

Greeks,” Baenninger said.
“They were afraid that
if they didn’t cover their
mouth when they yawned,
their soul would escape.”
In other countries,
such as Germany, the act
of yawning is inappropriate. In fact, if a hand is not
covering the mouth when a
yawn escapes, it is seen as
being downright rude and
disrespectful.
In the United States,
however, yawning has become just as acceptable as
girls wearing mini skirts
in the middle of winter.
So, students of SCSU, feel
free open your mouth and
yawn as much as you’d
like. It’s better than falling
asleep in class.

“I

n many countries, a polite yawn is
when you cover your mouth. this practice
dates back to the Greeks. They were afraid
that if they didn't cover their mouth when
they yawned their soul would escape.”
Ronald Baenninger
Assistant Professor at the College of St. Benedict’s

Scholarship
Continued from Page 1
status by seeking offcampus employment.
Participation in Residence Hall events will
also encourage new inter-

national students, mostly
which stay on-campus
in dorms, to get involved
with the community.
Certain international

News
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Town hall

Mainstreet

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

“You hear the cliché
things like ‘Call you Senator, tell them this…’ but
when it is stuff regarding
higher education, if you
have one or two students
calling, great, but if you get
the SGA behind you, [we]
have the resources to push
those kinds of things.”
“Like if there was
something sitting on the
floor of the U.S. Senate
about a Pell grant increase,
people can call [Senator]
Franken or Klobuchar and
say ‘Hey, we want this!’
but to actually get the SGA
behind it, we can organize
and say ‘This is what we
want done.’”
In addition, Jamnick
says his close contact with
the SCSU administration
makes it even more important for him to know what
students want.
“I am the student voice
at many [University administration
meetings].
They will ask me things
like ‘From a student perspective, what do you
think?’ and the best way
to know if I am saying the
right thing is for students
to come and tell me what
they are thinking.”
Chad Tower, a junior
with a Phy Ed major said it

is possible he would attend
a town hall meeting.
“I guess it would be
nice to go every now and
then to see what’s up and
what’s happening around
campus.”
“I think I would go
because it involves me,”
said Chelsea Muntifering, a freshman at SCSU.
“I would go to see what it
was all about.”
Kalia Lee, also a freshman at SCSU majoring
in International Business,
said she would actually
like to go to a town hall
meeting because it is a
good place to be heard, to
meet people and to get involved.
“To me, what’s very
interesting is at a town
hall meeting you can get
to know [other] students
around school and develop friendships. However,
there is not really much
concern, everything is
great already at [SCSU].”
The first town hall
meeting is scheduled for
Monday, September 14
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
the M’de Wakan room of
Atwood Memorial Center.

students are exempt from
completing the cultural activities if they are graduate
students with Graduate/
Teaching Assistantships,
participating in an Internship/CPT and/or students
on athletic scholarships.
If students lose the
scholarship, they are allowed to file for an appeal
only once.
Two briefing and ques-

tion-and-answer sessions
are planned to be hosted at
3 p.m. in the Atwood Little
Theater on Sept. 1 and at 1
p.m. on Sept. 4. to address
any questions that new or
existing international students may have regarding
the changes.

the event. The Dance
Team, Cheerleaders, Dramatic Action Club, and
the International Student’s
Soccer Club will be among
some of the performers
this Tuesday according to
Shrestha.
Also the Husky band
will be performing, and
KVSC will be making periodic announcements to
who is performing next.
Lauritsen reports that,
“around 50 new student
organizations started last
year and they are all invited this year.”
The following new

organizations have confirmed their presence to
the ‘Mainstreet’ event:
the Storm Chase Club,
Uniting Society, Liberian
Student’s
Association,
APICS (a production and
engineering organization),
Backpacking Club, and
the Fit Club.
A great deal of planning and structuring has
been put into this event,
and every SCSU student is
invited to witness the payoff.
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Cuba has the
right idea, for now

Opinions
University Chronicle

Monday
August 31, 2009

Jon

Around the first
Miller
that they do have.
of the month, I was
One point for
reading the global
Cuba.
news and stumbled
Even if Cuba is
upon what was a
selling their free oil
highly blogged and
from Venezuela for
criticized
article
extra cash - granted
titled, “Cuba turns
it is spent on the
off air conditioncountry - it is one
ers, shuts factories,
of the best times to
shortens workdays Asst. News Editor do so, as opposed
to save money in reto the United States
cession.”
trying to refuel their
I read a bit into the article to economy by keeping gas prices
find that workers went without unrealistically low and spendtheir government-subsidized ing pretend money on the Cash
lunches, were forced to give up for Clunkers program.
their hours and comfort of air
Point two for Cuba.
conditioning, spare tires, and
Cuba could be seen as the
cups of yogurt, all in the name tortoise and the United States,
of saving energy.
the hare. While the United
Official Cuban newspapers States looks to create more
said that the reason for this money at a faster rate, which
extreme energy conservation also could run out faster and
was to battle the “very serious” lead us to more national debt,
energy crisis on the island with Cuba conserves to control their
hints that there may be more national debt and actually find
sacrifices on the way.
a way out of it while saving
Reading the article, I picked unused oil while prices are still
up on the bias against the Com- relatively low.
munist Party and Cuba as the
Even though the United
author stressed that the gov- States may be a much bigger
ernment is conserving this en- force than the little island of
ergy even though they receive Cuba, like the slow tortoise,
free oil services from Venezu- Cuba has the potential to pull
ela. This sparked rumors that ahead in the race out of the reCuba is selling President Hugo cession.
Chavez’s crude oil on the side
I’m not saying the US govto raise money.
ernment is stupid, just unrealAt first, I thought, “Oh that istic.
sucks a lot, having to give up
I know Cuba has gained
work, dairy products and elec- wisdom from their recent times
tricity to save electricity for the of depression. These cuts that
government who could just be Cuba recently made are small
taking the savings for them- in comparison to when Cubans
selves.” But then I stepped were nearly starved after subback and thought that there sidies dried up with the colcould be another side to these lapse of the Soviet Union and
cuts.
the blackouts they experienced
First of all, Cuba is cur- in 2004 when they experienced
rently experiencing the effects technical problems at power
of the global recession on top plants which left the island
of the fact that Cuba is also dark for hours on end.
dealing with their own strugThis translated into idled
gling economy as they are still fans and water pumps and
rebuilding from last year’s hur- electrical surges that damaged
ricanes.
refrigerators and spoiled food
I’m going to take team and milk.
Cuba on this one. Yes, I know
Even though Cuba isn’t in
realistically all of these govern- dire need of conserving this
ment restrictions would suck. I very moment, they should not
have thought about the incon- be criticized for it because it is
veniencies that would lead to better to be safe than sorry.
conservation of oil and energy.
I’m thinking that the reOn the other hand, wouldn’t strictions Cuba is placing on
stiffer restrictions other than their citizens, even though they
paying a dollar more for a gal- may seem totalitarian and exlon of gas just make sense?
treme, may provide a lesson to
While both countries are the United States.
battling to rebuild after natural
Hopefully, the United
disasters and stay afloat during States can take acknowledge
the global recession, the United the wisdom of Aesop’s Fables
States keeps spending money and emulate more of the torthat we don’t have while Cuba toise’s humble strategies.
is conserving money and oil
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Rachel Gutting
Columnist

Quote of the Day:

“I'm

not a vegetarian because I love animals. I am a
vegetarian because I hate plants.”
A. Whitney Brown
Writer and comedian

Where my “G’s” at?
Fall semester has begun,
and there is always a sense of
excitement and wonder.
I’m excited for a new season of speech (yes I am one of
those kids who likes to get up
at ungodly times on a Saturday
and Sunday for no other reason
than to stand in front of someone and be judged on my speaking ability).
A new year of drama (yes
I am also one of those crazy,
horny, badly dressed (except
for me, of course) kids who like
to put on performances for a
school that could care less, and
whose students never show up
to the free performances) and of
course new faces.
Among those faces will be
probably a dozen or so of my
kindred spirit; the gays.
If you haven’t been reading
the summer issues of the Chronicle, or couldn’t tell by my photograph, I am gay.
Now that that’s out of the
way, let’s talk about something
I have an opinion on.
St. Cloud is a black abyss.
It’s like a giant closet and,
while the gay men of St. Cloud
are excited for the new fresh
meat, they will all be disappointed by the incoming freshmen because most of them will
probably be in the closet or just
putting on their rainbow shoes.
Please note these aren’t
actual shoes but a figurative object to describe a homosexual’s
comfortability with themselves.
The truth is we are an incredibly large city and someone
told me we have the second largest student population at SCSU,
so why is it that we are forced
to party in this town, openly, for
only once a month in the martini bar at the Red Carpet, while
a smaller student population at
Duluth has several gay bars?
Why is it that our GLBT association on campus is a whole

Ben
Kaufman

Columnist

lot of “L’s” and one or two “G’s”
(and if I have to explain to you
what GLBT means, then you
should just stop reading this)?
I try to make as much of
an effort as I can in exposing
this area to a community that’s
about as normal as it’s heterosexual counterpart.
Well, minus the rainbows,
the limp wrists and Abercrombie.
I find that for a lot of straight
guys (including particular boys
on the football team who have
questionable behaviors (maybe
he really did have one too many
shots), I tend to be their first gay
“encounter” (I don’t mean that,
get your mind out of the gutter people) and someone that
many of them call their first gay
friend.
And while I know plenty
of people in the GLBT community who would say we are
just “friends” not “gay friends”,
I take pride in being someone’s
first (once again, mind out of
the gutter please).
I think I am an open and
honest person when it comes
to my lifestyle, my relationship
with God and the love I have in
my heart.
However I am fortunate
enough to have lived in Boston,
New York City and Minneapolis
before having come back here.
I fully accept myself, and

people need to realize that there
are men and women on this
campus who are incredibly confused and it doesn’t help when
you look at your “homeboys”
and say “dude, that’s so gay.”
Really?
Is it really gay or is what
you’re trying to actually say is,
“dude, that’s stupid.” Because
I’m gay and willing to bet that
I’m a heck of a lot smarter than
you if you can’t even express
yourself properly.
When you say moronic
statements like that, especially
in front of those struggling to
find themselves you are essentially pushing them in the
closet.
You are making it insanely
difficult for someone to just be
themselves and you are denying
yourself a more worldly view.
So why are there still a lot
of “L’s”, if you’re making it difficult for those of the queer persuasion to live openly?
Well as the stereotype goes,
the lesbians are tough ladies. I
certainly wouldn’t want to cross
them.
And while they are going to
hate me for saying this, they are
not gay, they are lesbians. I have
a pet peeve with a girl who says
“I’m gay” (another article for a
later time).
It’s men on this campus who
have a hard time being who they
are.
So just watch what you
say and say what you actually
mean.
Don’t use a specific type of
person to describe something
bad. I promise we’re good and
we won’t bite (well unless you
can’t hold your liquor and ask
us to, then we might).

People in retail have feelings too
Change for Chronicle
should come from within

I’ve been writing for the
campus
paper University
Chronicle ever
since I arrived
at SCSU and
got
settled
down.
So
far
Jun-Kai it has been
Teoh
a great experience for
me, but that
doesn’t mean that it has been
smooth sailing all the way.
Recently, the University
Chronicle has had some interesting developments. The
Chronicle generated quite a lot
of controversy when they accidentally ran an ad on the holocaust (or rather an ad that denies
the holocaust) and even more
when sports editor Tyler Ohmann wrote an opinions piece on
how he believes Erin Andrews
wanted to be filmed naked.
I agree with some people
that say that to be successful in
the news media world, one has
to be controversial at times.
However, I would say that
it’s also vital that while being
controversial one would have to
be wary and careful as to avoid
appearing ignorant and rude.
Keep in mind I’m not referring to what has been happening
at the Chronicle lately.
I got concerned however
with what’s been happening
at the Chronicle the past few
months and I sought some advice from an editor I know from
the St. Cloud Times.
I was concerned that my
future might be affected as the
reputation of the Chronicle
would reflect on me as well,
even if I did not necessarily partake in what went on.
Her advice to me was:
“The most valuable changes
comes from within. Being on

the outside of something only
allows you to criticize. Being on
the inside lets you be an agent
of change. You can help set,
change or improve the standards
of the Chronicle if you work
there. Future employers who
know you worked to change
things for the better will see that
as an asset.”
It made me realize then
that perhaps I’ve not been as
involved as I should be, perhaps I’ve not been as vocal as
I should have been. I realized
then that I’ve probably been far
too cautious the whole time I’ve
been there.
I forgot the whole concept
that print journalism is built on.
I forgot the idea behind it, that
“it’s a people business.”
It’s a people business; it
may be a business but it depends
on the hardworking people that
runs around town finding stories
that matter.
While I was selfishly worried about how the recent events
would/could affect me, I forgot
that I should have been more
concerned about how I can find
out what the Chronicle was really about.
I’m glad that the commenting system the Chronicle implemented is being used, though I
have to admit I am at times disturbed by the personal insults
that appear.
But at the very least it has
made me become more aware of
what it takes to be a better journalist, and how the Chronicle
can be improved.
I’ll probably be writing for
the Chronicle until I graduate
and leave to return to Malaysia;
because the University Chronicle is a great place to begin, no
matter what anyone else might
have to say about it.

Professor
needs to
show more
respect

Working retail definitely
has its advantages and disadvantages. After working at a department store for the past four
years, I have a new appreciation
for people who work in customer service.
It has been very noticeable
in the past couple of years how
the state of the economy has
affected businesses in the area
of St. Cloud. Store hours have
changed, there are fewer people
working at businesses, and there
are bigger sale days. Not only
have the stores and businesses
changed, but the customers have
changed as well.
I understand that people are
now waiting until sale days to
make their purchases, or when
they have a certain discount or
coupon to redeem.
As a consumer and a broke
college student myself, I completely agree with saving as
much money as possible when
making purchases. However,
the changes in today’s consumer do not have to do with saving
money, it has to do with how
they treat the salespeople working in the stores.
Within the past year of
working retail, I have noticed
more rude and mean customers
than I have ever helped before.
I know people have bad days
and are in bad moods or are in
a hurry, but they do not need to
take it out on those who are trying to help them.
I have bad days too, when

Kyra
Loch

Columnist

the last thing I want to do is to
go to work and be nice to people.
But I suck it up, pretend I am in
a great mood, and do the best I
can to help my customers.
I have never had to experience so many encounters with
weird returns or people trying
to scam our store.
I work with products that
cannot be sold after they have
been used and also have expiration dates. I have observed
an increase in people trying to
scam our department with bad
returns and made up stories on
why it does not work.
While trying to explain our
policies to customers on coupon
use and returns, it is amazing to
see some of the stuff they try to
pull. They can give excuse after excuse, and then try to make
us feel guilty about losing their
business.
Yes, it is true department
stores do not want to lose any
more business in this changing

economy. However, the frustration and problems these certain
kind of customers cause is not
worth it if they are going to try
and return their purchases half
used three months later.
Our policies are not out
there to “get the customer” in
the end. They are there for our
protection as well as theirs.
For privacy issues, we will
not do returns off of a customer’s credit card statement. One
would think customers would
find this acceptable, but many
get upset over it.
I typically enjoy working in
customer service. I like helping
and interacting with people, and
try to brighten their day.
It is becoming more difficult to keep a smile on my face
when many of my customers
now get so angry at things I will
not let them get away with. I
do not think they understand
that I could lose my job if I allow them certain leeway on our
policies.
In this changing economy,
I have a new appreciation for
people working retail. Whenever I visit the mall, I find it
not that hard to wait patiently
in lines at a busy store and I do
not bark at the sales clerk if he
or she cannot find something for
me within 30 seconds.
I wish others would have
more consideration for those
working behind the counter;
we really do the best we can to
help.

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M ail

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M ail

chronicleopinions@yahoo.com

W eb

http://www.universitychronicle.com

We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086

There’s a first for everything, and this particular first
for me has come during my
last semester at SCSU. I just
dropped my first class.
I have sat through intimidating first days, with difficult syllabi and non-engaging
professors but nothing can
compare to the ridiculous
spectacle I witnessed when
I walked into my Philosophy
301 course last Tuesday.
In walked Dr. Jordan Curnutt proclaiming he needed to
get students to drop the class,
not because it was full, but because the majority of us were
unqualified and incapable of
taking and passing it.
I would have disregarded
it had the rant and belittlement not continued for an additional 10 to 15 minutes.
Several things came out
of his mouth, but at one point
I recall him genuinely asking
if there were a way he could
make us drop the course.
Additionally, he emphasized that failing was a
near certain fate for us nonphilosophy majors and even
a good possibility for those
that were.
Eventually,
someone
asked if we could leave, and
considering this rant had no
end in sight, nearly half of us
did.
At which point he essentially patted himself on the
back and verbally congratulated himself on a job well
done.
To his credit he claims he
was doing us a favor. He explained that many of us were
unqualified because we were
taking the class out of general interest and not to fulfill a
major or minor requirement.
He must have believed
we had too much confidence
in our own scholastic ability,
though I and likely others in
the class had taken previous
philosophy courses. Foolish
me, for thinking I know myself better than a complete
stranger does.
Though, Dr. Curnutt
briefly mentioned that us unqualified students still interested in attempting the course
could discuss it with him after class, his point had been
made, and staying would be
like lingering around a party
you weren’t invited to.
I had determined the most
interesting subject in the
world couldn’t compensate
for a professor that not only
discouraged his students,
and reeked of arrogance, but
also gave the impression he
couldn’t successfully teach
the material to others.
If it were my job to educate people that had a genuine
interest and put honest effort
into the subject, I’d be enthusiastic to do so; as many of
the professors at SCSU are,
and I thank them for that.
I would not however intimidate and demean them
as Dr. Curnutt did and will
likely continue to do.
His actions represent
SCSU and the people that
work here that genuinely care
about teaching anyone that
wants to learn.
He may call it a fair warning; I call it an embarrassment
to himself and the university.

True hero
Kyle Stevens

Opinions editor

There have been a staggering number of celebrity deaths
in recent months.
Michael Jackson and Ted
Kennedy are two of them.
While any death is no doubt
a tragic occurrance, I am left
wondering where Jackson fits
into all of this.
Sure, he captured the imagination of millions of people.
But he was, in the end, an entertainer. And a tarnished one at
that.
But Ted Kennedy somehow
bulled through life avoiding the
family curse while amassing a
staggeringly accomplished political career.
It is this type of person that
should have the attention of the
nation.
Did he have his tough moments? And then some.
But even through assassinations, botched lobotomies,
plane crashes and car crashes,
Ted Kennedy somehow came
through it all a complete man.
I’m not so sure Jacko will
be remembered the same way.
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Mark Mallman’s Invincible Criminal a diverse mix
Valerie Steffl
Asst. news editor

The Electric Fetus hosted
acclaimed indie Minnesota
based piano-rock artist, Mark
Mallman, Thursday celebrating the August 25 debut of
his new record “Invincible
Criminal.”
Mallman’s music brings
back 70s piano rock that can
be considered engaging ballads or forceful pop tunes according to Rolling Stone.
Cloud Cult lovers may
want to check out Mallman’s
music, especially this album,
which is claimed to be his
best one yet.
Mallman reinvented himself in the production of his
newest recording.
Throughout the whole
album, one can tell that each
track is dramatic, powerful
and a bit eerie.
The eeriness is rightfully
perceived, as Mallman wrote
his tracks in the haunted
basement of a converted
church and was inspired by a
ghostly apparition of Elvis.
He wrote the LP in means
of steeping it in the moments
that he lies awake in fear of

the supernatural presence
around him.
Along with his visit from
Elvis, he was also inspired by
his past three years of tasting
death, “One too many times
to let a minute slip through
my fingers anymore,” said
Mallman.
Being one of the strongest artists from the Midwest, he knew he had to steer
away from the glam rock
that he had already explored
fully so he researched the
streets where he came from
and changed his sound.
His apparition and neardeath experiences gave him
a chance to realize that his
lyrics of previous recordings
were consistently agnostic
and of self-destruction.
“Invincible Criminal” is
a display of his second coming and is alive, upbeat, powerful, and moving.
The titles and lyrics of
this work are laden with
messages of living life to the
fullest before dying.
“Eternal Moonshine” examines that “everyone wants
to go to heaven, but no one
wants to die.”
“Before the Music’s

Photo courtesy of sxsw.com

Mark Mallman recorded the longest song in history
at entitled “Marathon,” only to beat his own record
with the 52-plus hour “Marathon2.”

Photo courtesy of carl locker

Minneapolis-based pianist Mark Mallman performed a free show at the Electric Fetus Thursday night.
Mallman will also be performing at the Rox in downtown St. Cloud on September 12.

Over” tells the listener to
“dance with a stranger when
you’re done and have some
fun before the music is over,”
and “If We Only Kept Getting Young” presents the perspective that “time becomes
the avalanche that starts
when we are born.”
The title of the disc “Invincible Criminal” does not
refer to Mallman, but instead
time is the criminal.
The songs of this LP are
consistently decent, none
standing out for the worse or
for the better.
Mallman presents a variety of levels of listening.
The tracks such as “Mercy
Calls” and “In These Times
of Harsh Economy” (in
which he duets with Cloud
Cult’s violinist, Shannon
Frid) makes the listener want
to break out a lighter and
start swaying back and forth
while “Invincible Criminal,”
“Put Your Collar Up,” and
“Don’t Spill the Bottle” encourage the listener to bob
their head, dance, or just tap
their feet.

Mallman is unlike any
cookie-cutter artist on the
scene today.
His live performances are
unmatched and is thought
to be the second coming of
arena rock.
In fact, he is a standout
artist as he holds the record
for performing the longest
rock song ever written…
twice.
He composed an epically long song entitled
“Marathon,” which lasted 26
hours.
He then outdid himself
with “Marathon 2” which
lasted over 54 hours and took
up more than 600 pages of
lyrics that he wrote himself.
He also took his piano
playing to a new level when
he performed a piano solo
from the inside of a refrigerator box.
Even though Mallman
has heavy roots in Minnesota, he has accomplished great
things in the bigger national
music scene.
He has toured the country 23 times and his songs

have been featured on This
American Life, MTV, Public
Radio International, Adventureland and Wall-E.
This record may remind
listeners of the 70s recording
style, or preview the future
of a new modern genre of
music.

Mallman offers his audience a vibrant message
of appreciating life through
easy listening that also lets
listeners appreciate retro,
laid back tracks.

Collegiate Starleague takes campuses by storm
Jun Kai Teoh
online editor

Video game competitions
are not something commonly found in colleges, but all
that might be changing as a
group of Princeton students
started the first inter-college
Starcraft competition.
Starcraft is a real-time
strategy game that took
South Korea by storm.
Ever since its release,
Starcraft has been prominently featured in many
gaming competitions, the
most well known competition being the World Cyber
Games.
Reviewed and compared
as one of the best real time
strategy games of all time by
Ugo.com, Starcraft has begun its invasion into the college gaming scene 11 years
after it was first released.
Known as the Collegiate
Starleague (CSL), in its first
beta season there were over
20 colleges participating in
the competition including
Harvard, Yale, Massachusettes Institute of Technol-

Photo courtesy of gameculture.com

Students actively participate in Collegiate Starleague, the newest idea in campus organizations. About 11 colleges and universities
are expected to join the existing 20 participating members of Cellegiate Starleague.

ogy and many more.
Mona Zhang, founder
and president of the Colle-

Photo courtesy of peanutsc.wordpress.com

Students anticipate the release of Starcraft 2. With
any luck, the organization can successfully make
the transition to the sequel.

giate Starleague, is anticipating at least another 11 additional colleges to join the
upcoming season.
The idea of the Collegiate
Starleague began during one
of her summer breaks as she
got more passionate and interested in the game. However, the situation changed
as summer was winding
down and the beginning of a
new academic year began to
draw closer.
“Everyone has other priorities, whether it’s school,
other extracurriculars, girlfriends or boyfriends. I
thought of the idea one day,
and I took that idea and ran.”
Zhang said.
Zhang decided to start
up her own team of Starcraft
players in Princeton and
once that was done she made
phone calls to MIT.
Before long, the first

ever intercollegiate Starcraft
match between Princeton
and MIT was being broadcasted and streamed online,
the eSports announcer said.
While currently the basic goal of the Collegiate
Starleague is to promote
Starcraft amongst college
students, Zhang hopes that
the Collegiate Starleague
will be able to bring legitimacy to eSports in the North
America.
“If 10 years ago, the
United States had jumped
on SC (Starcraft), maybe we
would’ve been on the same
playing ground as South Korea.” Zhang said.
Currently, the Collegiate
Starleague does not have any
sponsors or financial backing and as they are incorporated, Zhang is attempting to
find ways to cover the annual
costs and providing team

prizes for the top colleges.
One of the ideas being
considered is a registration
fee of $5 per person with a
team capacity limit of $50.
They have also been in
tentative talks with Blizzard
(the company that developed
the game) but as of now the
discussions are still on-going.
As of now, the league is
restricted to only colleges
from the United States and
Canada.
Zhang has no immediate plans to change that as
her organization lacks the
administrative manpower to
do so.
She hopes, however, that
other countries will take the
Collegiate Starleague as an
example and start their own
leagues as well.
As Starcraft 2 is currently
in development by Blizzard,

Zhang hopes that when it is
released they will be able to
transition from Starcraft to
Starcraft 2 completely.
“It’s our turn to take a
game and discover all its
complexities
(referencing
South Korea) building a
competitive scene that people can follow and cheer on.”
Zhang said.
People interested in being a college coordinator or
to register for the Fall 2009
CSL can do so September
1st onwards at www.cstarleague.org.
Additionally,
Zhang
can be contacted through
mzhang@cstarleague.org.
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Alt-country group Six Mile Grove takes the ‘Pioneer’
Jack Hennes
Concert review
Small town charm presented by Minnesota’s own
Six Mile Grove hit the Pio-

neer Place main stage on
Thursday, August 27.
Hailing
from
Lyle,
Minn., Six Mile Grove has
established themselves as a
world-renowned alt-country

Photo courtesy of Jordan Weinland

Lead singer and rhythm quitarist Brandon Sampson.

act since their beginnings in
1997.
Formed by brothers Brandon and Brian Sampson along
with Barry Nelson dangerously close to the Iowa border,
Six Mile Grove was changed
forever after bass player Dezi
Wallace arrived at their family’s practice space.
Taking the 10-mile ride
from nearby Austin, Minn.,
Wallace arrived with his
mother.
The Sampsons began to
play music at a young age as
well.
Brandon Sampson began
to play guitar at the age of
nine after he was temporarily disabled in a farming accident.
“My brother (Brian) threw
a fit because I got a guitar at
the music store,” Brandon
said in an interview before
the performance Thursday.
Soon enough, Brian got
his own shiny new drum
set and the core of Six Mile
Grove was created.
Looking at the band now,
one could never have guessed
that they started practicing in
grandma’s basement just this
side of nowhere.
The band has had the opportunity to play at the Lion’s
Den in Greenwich Village
and the Avalon Theatre in
Maryland.
Their love of playing in
theatres has brought them to
the Pioneer Place in downtown St. Cloud.
Two of the band members – Barry Nelson and
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Six Mile Grove formed in the small town of Lyle, Minn. and soon found themselves
performing at venues across the country.

Brian Sampson – now call
Minneapolis home. Six Mile
Grove’s latest album, entitled
Steel Mule, was recorded in
Barry’s basement in Spring,
2009.
Tracks from the album
have been played on radio
stations as far away as Belgium.
BBC country music personality Ralph McLean has
noticed the band all the way
from Scotland.
“They have specific altcountry shows where they
listen and talk about the music.
I think they have a fan

base of around 700,000,”
Brandon said. The band owes
a lot of their international
success to the web, Brandon
notes.
“The internet – if it ever
catches on – would be a pretty cool tool for bands,” Brandon said jokingly.
The band has had the
opportunity of touring and
backing legendary guitarist Bob Whooton, who was
Johnny Cash’s guitar player
for 30 years.
Six Mile Grove toured
with Whooton for one year,
which tremendously influenced Six Mile Grove’s atti-

tude toward music, Brandon
explained.
“He kinda kick-started
us into writing a new kind
of music that was thoughtful and where people actually
listened,” he said.
Six Mile Grove plans to
play in St. Cloud are more
frequently, especially now
that school is back in session.
“We’re gonna try and
come up here more often,”
Brandon said.

Sit back and enjoy Monday Night Jazz at the Veranda
Michael Machacek
concert review

At first glance, the live
music scene in St Cloud
seems to be mostly confined
to a few college bars frequented by those looking to drown
themselves in cheap booze
and chase it with an elusive
drunken hookup.
The experience that leaves
you waking up next to someone you barely remember and
for all intents and purposes
one hopes to never run in to
again.
For those who are looking
for a less debauchery filled
evening but no less entertaining, the Veranda Lounge
on Monday Nights offers a
unique blend of art, music and
entertainment.
Located in the Pioneer
Place on Fifth, this St Cloud
gem hosts live music throughout the week.
When 8:00 pm rolls

around Monday, jazz hits the
speakers and the melodies of
Miles Davis and Duke Ellington and, yes, even the occasional Michael Jackson cover
fill the room, courtesy of four
musicians who call this one of
a kind bar home.
Muggsy Laurer (guitar/
vocals), Jeff Engholm (bass/
vocals), Pete Johnson (drums)
and Carl Vanbeckum (trombone/vocals) took up residence as musicians at the Veranda after tiring of the run of
the mill bar scene.
The smaller, more intimate
establishment that is The Veranda Lounge has suited their
needs since 2007.
A freewheeling group who
“definitely don’t do it for the
paycheck” as so eloquently
put by Muggsy Laurer, put
on a show that thrives upon
the interplay between the performers and audience.
The upbeat jazz is complimented by the offbeat and

witty humor that everyone in
attendance is treated to courtesy of everyone in the band
but displayed most stylishly
and gracefully by bassist/comedian Jeff Engholm. The
current music style is a long
way from the Led Zeppelin
covers that Laurer and Engholm once rocked, as well as
other experimental side projects that all band members
have been involved without
before converging to the current lineup.
The result of so many diverse musical flavors coming
together is simply something
that must be experienced to
truly appreciate.
The sets, which run from
8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., features
the gamete from instrumental
pieces flavored with featured
solos by each musicians to
tender ballads sung by whomever in the band is up to the
challenge.
Each act is greeted with

clapping and cheers from all
those in attendance.
In between sets patrons
can slid into there favorite
chair at the bar and be treated
to one of the most extensive
wine selection in St. Cloud as
well as the many house concoctions prepared and served
by any one of the colorful Veranda staff.
On a special note, there
are fresh fruit mojitos which
enjoy a weekly revamp. And
if anyone so happens to have
a late night craving for something of the edible sort, an
ever-changing selection of
delicious food is sure to compliment any drink you may
happen to be enjoying.
In short, the experience
one enjoys Monday nights at
The Veranda Lounge is uncharted territory for an entertainment venue offering up
unique takes on drink, food,
atmosphere and entertainment.

Photo courtesy of Jordan Weinland

Monday Night Jazz is held weekly at the Veranda
Lounge, located on fifth avenue in downtown.

Maxwell produces surprise R&B album
Jian You Hoe
album review
On July 7, R&B and Neo
Soul musician Maxwell released his fourth studio album,
“BLACKsummers’night,”
produced by Maxwell and
Hod David.
The genres of the album
are mainly R&B, neo-soul,
funk and quiet storm.
The first lead single of
the album is “Pretty Wings”.
It was co-written and co-produced by Maxwell and Hod
David.
The tone in the beginning
of the song sounds similar to
an old Chinese instrument.
The song is overall a slow
tempo soft beat track with
smoothing effects from a
string instrument and a combination of percussion instruments, complete with drums
patterns.
A music video has also
been produced for the song,
which starts off with Maxwell
starting a phonograph console
as the music starts.
He starts by singing in a
dark room against the wall.
There was also footage
of random women wearing
nightgowns sleeping in a bed.
Later, Maxwell starts
sleeping and singing next to
them in their bed.
At the end of the video,
the women started to float off
of their bed gracefully.
The second single from
the album is “Bad Habits.” It
was also co-written and coproduced by Maxwell and
Hod David.
The song has a moderately
fast tempo. It has a harmony
combination of a plucking
string sound from a guitar
with string effects.
At the chorus, percussion

Photo courtesy of amazon.com

R&B artist Maxwell released “BLACKsummers’night” on July 7.

sounds can also be heard in
the background of the music.
The songs have a little,
jazzy feeling in them.
There is also a “Bad Habits” music video. In the beginning of the video, Maxwell
discovers a letter and opens to
find a key inside.
Later there are some fast
forward clips of Maxwell
kissing and hugging an anonymous woman.
The video also shows
Maxwell walking alone in a
dark alley and later arriving at
a dark red room.
In the red room, Maxwell
started having an intimate
moment with the same anonymous girl.
At the end of the video,
Maxwell eats in a restaurant
and in front of him is the same
girl but with another man.
Overall, the album is favorable. All of the songs in the
album contain good, meaningful lyrics and it also shows
some good and talented songwriting skills in the tracks.
The single “Pretty Wings”
is about a person having trouble manging to find the right
women but at the wrong time
or wrong place.
In the album, Maxwell’s
voice is great. He has a strong,
tenor voice and in some songs
he manges to take it to a lower
range.
His voice also has a
smoothing and peaceful effect
somewhat similar to English
R&B artist Craig David.
Maxwell has shown himself to be a good musician, not
only from becoming a good
vocalist, but also a good songwriter and producer.
This album is definitely
worth buying if you treasure
good artists and entertainers
in today’s music market.
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Afroman plays at the Rox for college tour
Blake Weld/staff
photographer

Often debated to be a
one hit wonder, Afroman is currently touring a variety of college
towns across the U.S.

Saturday evening, Afroman took the stage of
the Rox Nightclub in St.
Cloud. Also performing
with him was Nelson
Flavor and Carnage.

Though Afroman’s first
album, Sell Your Dope,
was released in 1999
he was not nationally
known until 2001.

Often known as his one
hit, Because I Got High,
was originally released
on Napster. Once the
title track to the album
was played on The
Howard Stern Show the
song became a worldwide hit.

Because I Got High was
featured in the films
Jack and Silent Bob
Strike Back, The Perfect
Score and Disturbia.

Universal Records
signed Afroman to a
six-album deal. Some of
Afroman’s later releases include: Afroholic...
The Even Better Times,
Jobe Bells and Waiting
to Inhale.
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LARGE 3 BR APT.
$830/mth on Bus Line Paid
Heat, Water, Garage, Cable
Call Missy: 320-260-3448
www.northernmgmt.com

a1&2 BR APTS
$590/Mth-Bus line.
Paid- heat,water,garage,cable.
Call Beth 320-260-3448

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
Call Missy.
Variety of Apartments.
On Busline
320-217 4115
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
1&2 BR APTS
$525-540 per month.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
2009-2010 AVAILABILITY
1,2,3,4 BR Apts
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300
ROOMATES WANTED!
4 BR shared Apt.
$285 per month
320-260-3448
1 BR. $395. 2 BR. $490.
Heat/Parking incl. SE
side. Clipper route.
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
SINGLE ROOMS 3-6
blocks SCSU Library.
M/F. Heat/Parking incl.
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
3 AND 4 BR APTS.
Available Immediately. $225
per room close to campus
320-253-1154
ROOMS FOR RENT
$225 per month. Close to
Campus. Locking BR door
320-253-1154

OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803
aaaaaaa
ROOMS FOR RENT AVL AUG
619 6th Ave. South located
1 block from SCSU library.
Large newly rmodeled 10
bdrm house. $325/ month.
Incl: gas, water, trash, parking,
laundry. 10 month lease.
Call Ryan for more info.
320-761-0911
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE IN
5 bedroom Apt. 4 girls living
there currently. Looking to
fill last spot. Great location,
3 blocks to campus.
Utilites paid, new carpet.
Call 320-492-1230
PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE.
5th Avenue location.
259-9434
SINLE ROOM W/PRIVATE
bathroom, A/C, utilities
& kitchen faciliies
included, Quiet & Close
to library. 706-6th Ave. S.
Call 252-9226
HOUSES NOW OR 9/15
or10/1. 1-4 blocks from
SCSU library. Heat/Parking
incl. Clean, updated,
spacious, prof. managed.
Dan/Nicole 251 -1925

DANCING

BALLROOM DANCING
and lessons.
www.studiojeff.com
SWING DANCING
and lessons
www.studiojeff.com
SALSA DANCING
and lessons
www.studiojeff.com

EMPLOYMENT
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
Postions: Managing Editor,
Staff Photographers,
Copy Editors, Staff
Writers, Advertising
Reps. Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
FITZHARRIS SKI & SPORT
Now hiring for fall positions.
Sales positions for ski
snowboards and clothing
flexible full & part-time hours
competitive pay with bonus.
Three blocks from campus.
Steve 291-9383
PLACE YOUR OWN JOB
listings in the University
Chronicle. Give college
students the chance
to know you are hiring.
320-308-3943
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Heiberger ready for second season
Logan Marxhausen
Asst. sports editor

photo courtesy of www.stcloudstate.edu

SCSU soccer head coach Becky Heiberger instructs a
player during a fall practice. SCSU won an exhibition
match 5-0 against the College of St. Benedicts at Husky
Statdium.

With the academia season upon students, so are fall
sports and many fans cheering for their favorite fall
sports squads.
One of the teams that
have shown promise of
breaking away as one of the
elite teams in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference is the women’s soccer
team.
Last season the Huskies
posted a team high in victories with a NSIC record of
6-5-2, and an 8-8-2 overall
record.
“We did very well last
year,” said Head Coach Rebecca Heiberger. “There is
a lot of pressure this season.
We have a great group of returning players. I think we
improved from last year’s
squad. The players that returned made huge strides and
the freshman we brought in
are a solid base to build off.
“This off-season we
worked on mentality and
making progress in any respect that we can. Any prog-

ress we have made individually or by a team, we need to
capitalize on that.”
Heiberger is in her second
season as head coach. She
started her collegiate soccer
career at Creighton University. She played there for
four years picking up many
aspects of the game that she
uses to educate college students in bettering themselves
on the field. Heiberger starting coaching as a graduate
assistant coach at University
of Tennessee-Martin in 2003
and moved to Creighton
University in 2004 as a graduate assistant coach. Her first
head-coaching job was at the
University of South Dakota.
She coached there from the
2005 to 2007.
“As a young female, I am
not far removed away from
the college level or the girls,”
Heiberger said. “We hold the
girls to the same standard
that when I used to play. It’s
about overcoming obstacles
and holding higher standards
for yourself.”
The soccer team started
off their season in an exhibition game against the

College of St. Benedict on
Wednesday, Aug. 26. When
all was said and done, the
Huskies came out victorious
with a 5-0 shutout.
“So far we are optimistic
about the season coming up,”
Heiberger said. “The exhibition game went well. Overall, we need to get better at
connecting passes, finishing
chances and good first touches. We won 5-0, but we had
more chances that we could
of capitalized on to score.
“We went 3-5 on corner
kicks for goals, so we have
made certain progress in that
area. It is fun to see goals,
but we still have to work on
vision and seeing where to
go and do it quicker. We will
work on better organization
in the back and overall communication in the front. It is
a big mentality thing.”
The Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference
(NSIC) is known for competitive Division II sports.
In soccer, there is no difference.

•See Soccer / Page 14

Huskies on the
road in Michigan
Tyler Ohmann
sports editor

The SCSU volleyball
team’s struggles began before they even hit the court
this past weekend.
That is because, in a tournament hosted by Northern
Michigan University, their
starting outside hitter, senior
and captain, Kristen Stott
was not in the lineup due to
illness.
Yet another starter, setter
Jennifer Waterman, was out
with a herniated disc.
“It’s definitely always
hard to play when a starter is
not there,” said junior middle
hitter Kayla Tschida.
The struggles did not end
there for the Huskies.
They lost their first two
sets 25-14, Friday against
the host of the tournament,
Northern Michigan (3-1)
However the Huskies
battled back taking the next
two sets, 25-18 and 25-22,
forcing a tiebreaking fifth
set.
The Huskies managed
to tie the set at 11-11, but
then watched it slip away
as Northern Michigan drove
home the match victory winning the final set 15-12.
“We showed the ability
to come back from a deficit,
and when we’re in system
everything is going really
well—our passing is good,
our offense is good,” said
head coach Patricia Gerchy.
Leading the Huskies in
the match with 16 kills was
junior hitter Ashley Shields.
Sarah Madden led the Huskies with 15 digs and Kiersten Mormann led them with
36 set assists.
In their second match
Friday they played UC-San
Diego and were bested in
three straight sets. The Huskies were not able to get anything going offensively.
“We kind of had trouble
being talkative, once we
were down we were pretty

down for the rest of the
time,” Tschida said.
Tschida led the team with
eight kills in the match, Mormann added 20 set assists,
but the offense just wasn’t
there for the Huskies who
lost their second straight
match of the tournament.
However, their third
match against Lake Superior
was the only bright light in
an otherwise disappointing
weekend.
Lake Superior (0-4) could
not do anything against the
stalwart Huskies who took
the match in straight sets,
25-19, 25-12 and 25-18.
“There were a couple of
times in the middle of the
match that we lost focus, but
we were able to come back
after they had a four or five
point run and maintain and
hold the win against them,”
Gerchy said.
Leading the charge for
the Husky offense was
again Ashley Shields who
had 19 kills as well as nine
digs. Once again Mormann
led with 33 set assists and
Sarah Madden led the team
with 18 digs. Taylor Beebe
and Katie Kimman also had
double-digit kill’s totals. The
win marked the Huskies first
of the season and the tournament with one match to
play.
In their final match late
Saturday afternoon, the
Huskies once again started
off cool losing the first two
sets 25-14 and 25-16. The
dropped sets stemmed from
a lack of being ready, something coach Gerchy wishes
to improve.
“Stepping on the court
and being ready to start the
match from the very beginning and maintaining focus
in the middle of the set,”
Gerchy said were the keys to
improvement.
They were again able
to come back and force the
match to another tie breaking fifth set. There again they
fell dropping the final set 15-

10 and finishing the tournament with a 1-3 mark against
the competition.
Tschida noticed the
struggles and offered some
advice.
“Try and be a little more
vocal,” she said. “Communication was the biggest thing,
letting balls drop, not being
in our base positions and just
not being ready to go, I think
our mind set was kind of out
of it.”
Mormann once again led
the team with 40 set assists,
Sheilds led with 14 kills and
Madden had 19 digs. Tschida
and first year Lauren Cipperly also had double digit
kills.
The competition was
tough, which made the Huskies struggle. However, it
also provided a little insight
for the upcoming Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference season.
“When you are playing in
the Northern Sun, which is
the toughest Division II conference in the nation, it [this
tournament] just prepares
you for what you’re going to
have in conference,” Gerchy
said.
“If you look at the AVCA
and see the number of teams
from the northern sun that
are ranked in the top twenty
five, that’s what were going
to go up against every night.
In competition and conference, it [this tournament] is
preparing us for tough Division II conference play.”
The Huskies host a tournament beginning next Friday at Hallenbeck Hall, and
they are looking forward to
it.
“It will be nice to be on
our home court, and again
the competition of the tournament is going to be very
good,” Gerchy said.
“I’d rather play at home,
because you’ve got the home
crowd there and the energy
level is just way up,” Tschida
said.

“T

here were a couple of times in the middle of the match
that we lost focus, but we were able to come back...”
Patricia Gerchy

SCSU head volleyball coach

photo courtesy of www.stcloudstate.edu

Lindsey Sather scored the lone goal for the Huskies Sunday. However, it was
enough to put SCSU past the Mustangs of SMSU 1-0.

One goal is enough
Logan Marxhausen
asst. sports editor

Sather’s goal
gives SCSU 1-0
victory
As the sun shown
over Husky Stadium, the
river and the cars passing
by on the bridge, the huskies
soccer team held on to victory against the Southwest
Minnesota State University
Mustangs.
Competitive,
tough,
physical and resilient all are
characteristics of a victorious team and that is what
SCSU display on the field
Sunday. Lindsey Sather was
the recipient of the only goal
at the 22:52 minute mark.
SCSU took 14 total shots
and scored only the lone
Sather goal.
SCSU goaltender Elizabeth Kelly had 2 saves and
the Mustangs missed the net
on nine shots.
“I am really happy with
the win today,” said Head
Coach Rebecca Heiberger.

“We dug down deep, we
were physically smaller than
Southwest so we had to play
against that. We handled it
well. The character of this
team showed today.”
“It was a tough match,”
said freshman Shannon Sorensen. “We have made definite improvements. It was
different playing against a
more physical team.”
“It felt good to win,”
said junior Teresa Gazich.
“It was a tough game being
the smaller team, but the
girls stepped up to the challenge.”
Winning the first game of
the season means the team is
starting off well. It doesn’t
mean the team is ready for
every other team out there.
Communication is unanimously one of the most important keys to winning.
“There is plenty to improve on before we can play
to our fullest,” Heiberger
said. “I am happy with the
improvements that we made,
but there is always things to
work on. We need to break
down better, get better clearances, communicating and
seeing combinations before
they happen.”

“We need to improve on
you communicating,” Gazich said. “We need to take
what we learn in practice,
especially scoring opportunities, and put that into the
game.”
“Communication is what
we need to improve on,” Sorensen said. “We also need to
work on connecting passes.”
The game of soccer is ongoing. There is no stopping
the clock for a break until
halftime, and then until the
end of the game. Substitutions are key when players
can no longer handle the
strenuous movement on the
field.
“The subs went in and did
a good job,” Heiberger said.
“We looked to our physical
element amongst the bench.
Chelsea Permenter came off
the bench and really helped.
“We possessed the ball
well at times, but we need
to play quicker and more accurate. We have to try and
find a way. It gets chaotic
out there. When a ball is out
there, someone ahs to get it,
it mine as well be us.”

SCSU sports look to raise money
Staff Report

In a year with difficult budget cuts set for
the SCSU athletic program, team fundraisers
are maybe more important than ever before.
Three sports looked
to raise some money
this past weekend in
order to help make up
for the budget cuts.
The Wrestling team

hosted its fourth annual SCSU Wrestling
golf classic on Friday at Wapicada Golf
Course in nearby Sauk
Rapids.
For $125 a golfer
got greens fees, cart
rental, souvenir, door
prizes and a meal.
Corporations
also
sponsored individual
holes at $125.
All the money went

towards
benefitting
the 2009-2010 SCSU
wrestling team.
The Soccer team
hosted several events
as a season opening
and fundraising type
events took place.
On Saturday second year coach Becky
Heiberger welcomed
supporters to Wapicada
Golf Club for the Soccer teams annual fund-

raiser golf outing.
The nine-hole event
cost participants $60.
The Soccer team
also held a brunch, pregame tailgating and
hosted their first NSIC
match against Southwest Minnesota State
University.
In much the same
way the Soccer team
did the Women’s Hockey team also hosted a

golf outing fundraiser.
For $90 a golfer
got 18 holes of golf, a
cart, door prizes and a
meal.
Also at Wapicada the
Center Ice Club,along
with
the
Women’s
Ice Hockey team, put
on the event in hopes
for raising money for
Women’s Ice Hockey.
Businesses
sponsored holes as part of

the 18-hole event.
The event is one of
the biggest fundraisers
of the year for Women’s Hockey at SCSU.
In an important financial year the coaches and organizers of
these fundraisers may
have considered them
more important to the
programs then they
have ever been in the
past.
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Watkins
Continued from Page 16
That same attitude helped
him become a success at
Joliet Community College.
He was named the 2006
and 2007 Graphic Edge
Bowl MVP and led the team
to a regional championship in 2007. He ranks third
in all-time passing (1,883
yards) and second in alltime passing touchdowns
(16) at the school.
Watkins played against
No. 2 quarerback Derek
Stripling and played his
home games at Joliet memorial stadium, the same place
Brandon Geiss played his
high school home games.
“It’s such a small world,”
Watkins said. “Derek got
hurt on third play of the
game against us so I didn’t
get to see much of him but
my coaches raved about
him. And I read a ton about
Geiss in the newspaper. He
had a huge year at a pretty
high profile school.”
At Joliet JC Watkins was
also a point guard on the
basketball team that was
ranked No. 2 in the nation.
“I’d like to play here but
I don’t think coach will go
for it,” Watkins said with
a smile. “Maybe I’ll just
give some water out or help
out in practice. But I love
basketball and have a lot of
great memories in that sport
too.”
But away from Halenbeck Hall and back to

Thursday at Husky Stadium.
Just like Watkins pulls a
fake on those who doubted
him after the ACL injury, he
perfects a playaction bootleg
touchdown pass to Tyler
Allery.
“We got the corner to
bite and I was wide open,”
Allery said. “Mitch and I
have really been developing
a good relationship. Which
is good, he’s the leader
here.”
After his enormous
success at Joliet JC he
started getting interest from
Division II Schools. This
included SCSU, a city he’d
never heard of and a state
he’s never been in.
“To be honest I really
wasn’t interested at first,”
Watkins said. “But the
facilities really impressed
me I came up here and
haven’t met nicer people. I
had always heard of Minnesota nice, but never really
believed it until I got here.”
Watkins then started
every game for the Huskies
last year and threw for 1,828
yards and 13 touchdowns.
He then beat out Stripling,
Brad Meade and Phillip
Klaphake for the starting job
this season.
And as long as he finds
dad and mom in the stands,
he’s confident to take the
ups and downs head on.

Mitch Watkin’s SCSU career
at a Glance:
2008-2009:
11 games
1,828 yards
13 TD
2009-2010:
1 game
165 yards
2 TD (1 rushing)

NCAA D1 AP Top 25

photo courtesy www.stcloudstate.edu

SCSU running back Brandon Geiss takes the handoff Thursday at home.

Football
Continued from Page 16
To say the game did
not go as planned for the
Huskies would be an understatement. Watkins had
three balls batted down in
the backfield in the first
quarter alone. The Huskies defense allowed four
touchdowns of over 20
yards, while the offense
averaged only 3.9 yards
per play.

“In an ideal game, we
want to run the ball,” said
Underwood. “But we got
behind and couldn’t do
that like we wanted to.”
Adding to the offense’s
problems, junior wide receiver Fred Williams and
sophomore running back
Brandon Geiss sat most of
the first quarter for what
Underwood called an, “un-

Soccer
Continued from Page 13
“The NSIC is really one of the most
competitive Division
II conferences for soccer,” Heiberger said.
“There is a mix of really competitive teams
in the conference that
throw different looks
at you. We as a team
just have to be prepared for anything and

everything they will
throw at us.”
One thing that all
head coaches agree on,
including Heiberger, is
that you need to take it
one game at a time and
lean on fans and supporters.
“It’s going to be an
absolute grueling season,” Heiberger said.

specified team rules violation.”
The loss drops the Huskies to 0-1 overall and 0-1
in the NSIC. Next up for
the Huskies is an away
game against the University of Maine Black Bears on
Sept. 3. Maine is a big step
up in class for the Huskies.
The Black Bears play in
the Football Championship
Subdivision (FCS) of Division I (formerly D-IAA).
The game will open the
season for Maine, who is
a member of the Colonial
Athletic Association. The
Black Bears finished 8-5
last year and are ranked in
several FCS polls.
“We have a young team
who look to juniors and
seniors for leadership
and navigate through
the season.”
The Huskies opened
the season at home
with a (…insert score
of Sundays game…)
against Southwest Minnesota State University
and will be traveling to
Colorado next weekend to take on the likes
of Colorado-Colorado
Springs in Colorado
Springs on Sept. 4, and
Colorado State-Pueblo
in Pueblo on Sept. 6.

1. Florida 0-0
2. Texas 0-0
3. Oklahoma 0-0
4. USC 0-0
5. Alabama 0-0
6. Ohio State 0-0
7. Virginia Tech 0-0
8. Mississippi 0-0
9. Oklahoma State 0-0
9. Penn State 0-0
11. LSU 0-0
12. California 0-0
13. Georgia 0-0
14. Boise State 0-0
15. Georgia Tech 0-0
16. Oregon 0-0
17. TCU 0-0
18. Floirda State 0-0
19. Utah 0-0
20. Brigham Young 0-0
21. North Carolina 0-0
22. Iowa 0-0
23. Notre Dame 0-0
24. Nebraska 0-0
25. Kansas 0-0

MLB Standings
American League (Sun.)
East
New York Yankees
Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
Baltimore

W-L
82-48
76-54
70-59
58-70
54-77

GB
-6
11.5
23
28.5

Central
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago Sox
Cleveland
Kansas City

69-60
65-65
64-67
58-72
50-80

-4.5
6
11.5
19.5

West
LA Angels
Texas
Seattle
Oakland

77-52
72-57
68-63
57-73

-5
10
20.5

National League (Sun.)
East
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Florida
New York Mets
Washington

W-L
74-53
68-61
68-62
59-72
46-85

GB
-7
7.5
17
30

Central
St. Louis
Chicago Cubs
Milwaukee
Houston
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

77-55
65-63
64-66
62-67
56-73
53-75

-10
12
13.5
19.5
22

West
LA Dodgers
Colorado
San Francisco
Arizona
San Diego

78-53
72-58
71-59
58-72
56-76

-5.5
6.5
19.5
22.5
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Football
NSIC Schedule
Games Thursday
SCSU at University of Maine
Minnesota Crookston at Mayville State
Central Washington at Minnesota Duluth
Games Saturday
Wayne State (NE) at Minnesota State
Moorhead
Winona State at Northern State
Upper Iowa at Mary
Bemidji State at Minnesota State
Emporia State at Augustana
Concordia St. Paul at Minot State
Black Hills State at Southwest Minnesota
State

Soccer
NSIC Schedule
Games Today
MSU Moorhead at Wisconsin Parkside
Games Tuesday
Concordia St. Paul at Northewestern
College (MN)
Northern State at Colorado Chrstian 		
University 		
Minnesota Crookston at Jamestown
Games Friday
Bemidji State at Northwestern (Iowa)		
Minnesota Crookston at Dordt 		
Peacock Classic:
Colorado School of Mines at Upper Iowa
MSU Moorhead vs Nebraska-Kearney at
Aberdeen, S.D.
Minnesota State at Metro State
Winona State at Regis
St. Cloud State at UC-Colorado Springs
Jamestown at Northern State
Games Saturday
Minnesota at Northwestern (IA)
Northern Michigan at Concordia St. Paul
Wayne State at Fort Lewis College
Mary at Northwest Nazarene
Augustana at Colorado Christian 		
University
Bemidji State at Dordt
MSU Moorhead vs Presntation College at
Aberdeen, S.D.
Games Sunday
Augustana at Montana State Billings
Minnesota State at Regis
Winona State at Metro State
Concordia St. Paul at Colorado School
of Mines
Wayne State (NE) vs Adams State (Colo.)
at Durango, Colorado
Nebraska-Kearney at Northern State
Missouri S&T at Upper Iowa
St. Cloud State at Colorado State Pueblo
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Minnesota is allergic to gold
W h y
do we
watch
professional
sports?

Logan
Marxhausen Is it be-

cause
we like
to support the home team? Is it
because we have family playing? Is it because it entertains
us from having boring lives?
Although you may have
said yes to some of these answers, none are right.
We like to see the team we
support win.
Since I was born (1989),
Minnesota has won only one
championship. The Minnesota
Twins won the World Series in
1991 and I don’t remember it
very well.
Season after season, year
after year, I listen to fellow
fans tell me, “Well what if
we get (insert players name)?
Then we would be able to win
a championship.”
That’s the thing. When
has Minnesota brought in a
big name superstar to lead the
team to a championship?

Football

The Vikings recently
brought in Brett Favre, a
39-year-old who hasn’t won
a Super Bowl in over a decade. This season has a lot to
show to whether Zygi Wilf
is brilliant or if he is another
owner trying to find the key to
a championship but failing yet
again.
In Super Bowl IV the Vikings fell to the Kansas City
Chiefs 23-7. In Super Bowl
VIII Minnesota lost to Miami 24-7. Minnesota loses
yet another in Super Bowl IX
to Pittsburgh 16-6. And one
more time losing to Oakland
32-14 in Super Bowl XI.
The dreadful 1998 Viking
season was the best team to
ever lose before they made it
to the Super Bowl.
Watching the game on my
25-inch TV in my basement, I
stood in awe as I realized that
Gary Anderson sent one wide
of the uprights, his only miss
on the season and one that
would have sent the Vikings
to the Super Bowl.
This is currently the most
excited I have been for football since the 1998 season, but

until that gold comes to Minnesota, I will never be sure
if the Vikings will ever win
again.

Basketball

The Minneapolis Lakers
once belonged to the great
state of Minnesota. In 1960
the team ventured to Los Angeles who adopted the history
of Minneapolis. I am not sure,
but I think that Minnesota has
more lakes than Los Angeles.
They kept the name anyways.
In 1989, Minnesota was
granted another basketball
franchise. The team had early
struggles. They never stood
a chance against other NBA
teams until Kevin Garnett
made his way out of Farragut
Academy and into the Timberwolves starting lineup.
The only time the Timberwolves showed promise of
gold during their consecutive
years being playoff contenders (1997-2004) was the 200304 season. With much surprise
the team finally got out of the
first round of the playoffs.
Nothing could stop them—except the Los Angeles Lakers.
The Timberwolves failed
to top the Lakers in the West-

ern Conference Finals and
extinguished all hopes of
winning the gold. They made
many failures on trying to find
their way back to the gold
and have been struggling ever
since.

Hockey

The Minnesota Wild
hockey team was founded in
2000. Since then, they have
made the playoffs three times.
In the 2002-03, the Wild went
all the way to the conference
finals where they lost to the
Ducks (0-4).
In 2007-08, the Wild finished first in the Northwest
Division giving them the advantage going into the playoffs, but lost right away to the
Colorado Avalanche.
The hockey team is a
young franchise yet and has
plenty of time to flourish before judgment can be placed.

Baseball

The Minnesota Twins are
the only franchise to actually
give Minnesota gold and are
the only team that cannot be
bashed because they are the
reason why Minnesota isn’t
shutout of all the gold. Maybe

it’s because the Twins have
won in the past, but they have
the second biggest fan base
behind the Vikings in Minnesota.
In 1987, the Twins used
home field advantage to take
over the Cardinals in seven
games. The first time in which
all the World Series games
were won at home.
In 1991, the Twins did the
exact same thing as the 1987
World Series once again winning all the home games to
win the series in seven games.
I take my hat off to the 1987
and 1991 World Series teams.

Why?

So I ask why? Why are
we allergic to gold? Do we
not have strong enough fans?
What can we do as supporters? Is there anything more a
loyal fan can do besides pay
taxes for new stadiums?
It is time for owners of
these teams to start using their
money and stop wasting it on
senseless seasons. I am for
one, and I am sure you too are,
ready to see gold come back to
Minnesota.

Vikings only missing one piece

T h e r e
is only one
chink in what
is the strong
armor of the
Minnesota
Vi k i n g s — a
good coach.
Brad Childress, com- Tyler Ohmann
monly referred to as
“Chilly,” has only held back a
team that has the potential and
now the talent to bring home
the first Super Bowl championship in Vikings history.
Lets take a look at his track
record as the head coach of the
Purple and Gold.
In his three years as head
coach he has barely managed to
break even with a measly 24-24
record.
In his first season, one
which the Vikings managed

only six victories while suffering ten losses, Childress
managed to lose six of those
ten games by less than a touchdown.
Those close games were
lost despite a stout defense,
which was ranked eighth in the
league, first against the rush.
The year also saw Chester
Taylor break out as a feature
back in his first (and last) season
in that role. Taylor stampeded
for 1216 yards; at that time was
the second highest season total
by a Viking. Robert Smith was
the only other Viking running
back to get more yards in a
single season.
Despite the excellent defense, a slew of veterans and
a successful running game the
Vikings still finished well under .500 and didn’t even come
close to making it to the playoffs.

Sure, I’ll give you that they
didn’t have much of a passing
game, and that Gus Frerotte
probably wasn’t the best choice
at quarterback. Those decisions
and the play calling was ultimately the reason for the Vikings demise.
Who made those decisions?
Chilly.
2007, the Vikings have the
best offensive player in football,
Adrian Peterson. He breaks the
single game rush mark; the defense is once again stout (no. 1
rush defense) and Chilly still
manages only to coach the
team to an 8-8 record.
In 2007, the Vikings managed to lose five games by a
touchdown or less, missing
the playoffs due to close game
losses to the Washington Redskins and the Denver Broncos.
In 2008, they improved,

finishing 10-6, due to a slightly
elevated passing game, helped
by free agent acquisition Bernard Berrian who led the team
with 964 yards.
They got the same great results as the previous two years
out of the defense and the run
game. Adrian Peterson leading
the NFL with 1,760 yards.
However, they were quickly eliminated from the playoffs
due to some inconsistent quarterback play and chillys poor
coaching.
This preseason they managed to reel in a veteran, MVP
quarterback—the gun slinging
Brett Favre.
Fresh off bicep surgery,
Favre is the second to last piece
to the Vikings puzzle.
In 2006 they had the defense and the run game.
In 2007 they added a playmaker.

In 2008 they added a deep
threat and a receiving game.
In the 2009 preseason they
put the quarterback in place.
The only thing missing now
is a worthy, dedicated coach.
Chilly needs the boot.
Just watch him introduce
Favre, a guy the Vikings had
been courting all summer.
Chilly walks up to the microphone and says in a dull, monotone voice, “let me introduce to
you Brett Favre here.”
He is a worthless play
caller, a terrible speaker. I can’t
even imagine what his “rousing” halftime speeches consist
of.
Boring.
Time to put old Chilly to
the wayside, and bring in something fresh.
If only some of the Viking
assistants could hang around to
inherit the job (Mike Tomlin).
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Huskies drop first game toVikings
SCSU Sports
Calendar

Thursday
•

Football

7 p.m. start against University
of Maine at Maine.

Friday
•

Soccer

8 p.m. against UC Colorado Springs in Colorado.

•

staff writer

For the second year in a
row, the Huskies opened the
football season with a loss to
the Augustana Vikings. The
SCSU defense was torched
by Vikings quarterback Luke
Butler for a career-high five
touchdown passes in the 3816 loss.
The game started
well for the Huskies. Redshirt freshman Tyler Aldridge
kicked a 37-yard field goal to
start the scoring early in the
first quarter.
Augustana responded on their first drive with
their own field goal to tie the
game. Then, in what became
the common theme of the
game, the Vikings came up

Saturday
Volleyball

Tournament, 3:30 p.m. match
against Wayne State. 7:30
p.m. match against Upper
Iowa.

Football
with a big play.
On a fourth-and-five,
Husky punter Matt Compton had to leap for an errant
snap. Taking too long to
kick, Compton had his punt
blocked. Augustana recovered on the SCSU 22-yard
line and scored three plays
later to take a 10-3 lead.
“First time the guy’s
(Redshirt freshman Chris
Rupe) snapping in a game
and he didn’t find out until
three o’clock that he was
gonna be our snapper,” said
head coach Scott Underwood about his punt-team
problems.
The Huskies recovered
quickly from the blocked
punt and scored their own
touchdown on a couple of

Augustana 38 SCSU 16
At a Glance

Volleyball

Tournament, 11:30 a.m.
match against University
of Nebraska Kearney. 7:30
p.m. match against Missouri
Science and Tech.

•

Kyle Stevens

Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
First Downs
Turnovers
Time of Possession

SCSU
131
165
16
3
32:27

Augustana
153
209
12
1
27:23

drives later.
Senior quarterback Mitch
Watkins scampered in from
9 yards out to pull SCSU
within one point. Though
Aldridge had hit the field
goal earlier, Underwood
called on junior kicker Justin Delgado to kick the extra
point. But, once again, the
Vikings came up with a big
play and blocked the kick.
Though Rupe and the
rest of the special teams
settled down after the second
block, the defense had trouble stopping the aerial attack
of Butler, Tyler Schulte and
Sam Holsen. Schulte, whom
Husky fans may remember
as being on the receiving end
of the overtime touchdown
that ended last year’s game,
finished with two touchdown
catches while Holsen had
three.
“Overall, I don’t think we
played all that bad,” said senior captain and safety Brian
Kampa. “We just gave up too
many big plays.”
After the Watkins touchdown, Butler and company
started to hush the 4,000-plus
fans that nearly filled Husky
Stadium to its capacity.
Midway through the second quarter, Butler found a
wide-open Holsen for a 61-

Photo courtesy of www.stcloudstate.edu

SCSU Huddles up before the game against Augustana Thursday. SCSU lost 38-16.

yard touchdown strike. And,
just two drives later, it was
Butler to Holsen again, this
time for a 36-yard score. Just
like that, a one-point game
suddenly became a 24-9 affair that was teetering on a
blowout.
The fans, concerned but
positive, remained well into
the third quarter, standing to
give the Huskies a boost on
their final scoring drive of
the game.
With a 15-point deficit,
the Husky defense came
up with a big play of their
own, forcing a fumble and

recovering it at the Vikings’
23-yard line. Two straight
passes from Watkins to Tyler
Allery got the Huskies into
the end zone to trim the lead
to eight.
Unfazed, Augustana took
the following kickoff back
near midfield. Butler and
Holsen then hooked up once
again for a touchdown.
Butler would add a fourth
quarter score to Schulte to finalize the scoring and give
the Huskies their fourth

•See Football / Page 14

Watkins’ continues success at SCSU

Sunday
•

Soccer

5:30 p.m. match against CO
State-Peublo in Colorado.

Sept. 11
•

Volleyball

•

Soccer

•

Cross Country

Wisconsin Parkside Tournament, 11:30 a.m. match
against UW-Parkside. 4:30
p.m. match against University of Indianapolis.
4 p.m. start at Augustana

St. John’s Open in Collegeville, Minn. Start time
TBA.

Sept. 12
•

Volleyball

•

Soccer

•

Football

•

Women’s Golf

WI Parkside tournament, 9
a.m. match against Quincy
University. 2 p.m. match
against St. Joseph College.
12 p.m. start against Minnesota Duluth at Duluth
1 p.m. game away at
Wayne State
Augustana Invite. Tee time
TBA.

Sept. 13
•

Men’s Golf

•

Women’s Golf

Bemidji Invite. Tee time
TBA.
Augustana Invite. Tee time
TBA.

												

jordan Weinand /contributing Photographer

Quarterback Mitch Watkins shows off his form and his long hair in practice earlier this week. Watkins, a senior, is in his second
year as SCSU’s starting quarterback.
said.
“They
just
can’t
pull
it
First-Team
All-Conference,
ments
were
occurring,
Wat- me they’ve never seen someJake Laxen
off”
St. Louis All-Metro Quar- kins brushed aside all the one that slow be able to maStaff Writer
It’s his final season and terback and St. Louis Post knocks and used his athletic neuver around guys so well,”
Watkins joked. “But we were
As the clock ticked to- his second year at the helm Player of the Week honors in ability to get back on track.
On Thursday Watkins able to put the frustration beward 7 p.m. for the SCSU in head coach Scott Under- his career.
“I had a ton of big lead a touchdown drive and hind us and move on.
football season and home wood’s offensive scheme.
“Oh
yeah,
oh
yeah
he’s
schools
after me,” said Wat- capped it by weaving through
opener starting quarterback
•See Watkins/ Page 14
Mitch Watkins was his usual more confident,” Williams kins, whose older brother defenders for the score.
said. “You can just see he is played at Illinois. “The Big
“A lot of teammates told
wreck.
“Got to find my dad and more smart with his reads. Ten really came at me pretty
mom in the stands,” the se- And the team is confident in hard. It was a pretty exciting
nior second-year starter said. him. He’s proved he can get time.”
Watkins holds his high
In Watkins’ stomach the it done.”
The quarterback position school records for 3,100
butterflies kick and adrenaline rushes throughout as is full of ups and downs. And passing yards in a season, 31
his body as pregame nerves Watkins’ career has been passing touchdowns in a sealoaded with them.
son and 412 passing yards
flow.
Thursdays’
38-16
loss
to
in a game (in which Watkins
But once he spotted his
parents, Steve and Vicki Augustana, he had his share played just three quarters in
Watkins, in the 4,000-plus of both. And Watkins’ per- that game).
Flash back to Thursday.
person crowd at Husky Sta- formance tells the tale of his
whole
career.
Watkins
and the Huskies
dium, a sense of ease overThe first play from scrim- can’t convert a third-and-6
powered his jitters.
“I always look for them mage he hit Rob Evans on a and settle for a field goal.
in the stands,” Watkins said. screen for a 25-yard play. And Watkins proceeds to
have five of his passes batted
“When I see them I get a Perfect way to start a game.
“Coach
said
it
was
going
down at the line of scrimlot more comfortable. They
have a long drive and just to be wide open,” Evans said. mage.
In his senior high school
knowing my parents got here “Watkins let it out perfect.
relaxes me. Once I see them He has the personality of a season, Watkins’ promising
and acknowledge them I can quarterback but has his hu- football career was similarly
get comfortable. I’m just so man side and is a real hard batted down.
worker.”
“My ACL kind of blew
happy they are here.”
And in the same way the out on me during a game,”
While his top wide out
Fred Williams is suspended Huskies got going, Watkins’ Watkins said. “So recruiting
for the first half of the game, athletic career got off to a went downhill from there. I
mean nobody wants a bum
Watkins is the most comfort- blazing beginning.
He
grew
up
in
the
St.
knee quarterback.”
able he’s ever been in a seaLouis suburb of Jerseyville,
He decided to go to Joliet
son opener.
Jordan Weinand/ Contributing photographer
Illinois
and
became
a
prep
Community
College to try
It shows with his unique
star
at
quarterback.
and
get
re-recruited.
Watkins was a prep star in the St. Louis Sublong hair he’s grown out.
He earned All-Area
And just like Thursday, urb of Jerseyville, Illinois. He then moved his
“I get a lot of heat for
it from the other guys but quarterback, Gatorade Of- when SCSU trailed 10-3 and success to Joliet Community College before he
they’re just jealous,” Watkins fensive Player of the Year, numerous frustrating mo- came to SCSU.

